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Facts About End Plates

what we ate â€” thick, juicy, mouthwatering, charcoal broiled steaks. Mrs. Paine certainly fixed a delightful meal and we certainly appreciated it. Boy, those Texans. 
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Facts About End Plates By Charles Lasher, EAA 1419 erhaps the most misunderstood and misused of aeroP nautical devices are wing tip plates. Many amateurbuilt aircraft builders employ them in hopes of increasing speed, while others believe they improve stability. Actually, they serve several purposes. The theory of end plates, whether mounted on a wing or stabilizer, is to form barriers between the high pressure area on one side of the surface and the low pressure area on the other. In a wing, there is low pressure on the top surface and high pressure below; the difference is small by actual measurement but enough to affect air flow. In a stabilizer, which side experiences the higher pressure will depend on the rigging angle and/or relative wind existing at any moment. Naturally, air will tend to flow from the high pressure area to the low pressure area, and in a wing this takes the form of a steady stream as in Fig. 1. Since the
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Fig. 1—Induced drag is created by undersurface pressure moving outward



along a



wing toward



the



wingtips.



airplane is moving forward, this flow combines with the forward motion to produce a flow pattern such as in Fig. 2. This creates what are known as wing tip vortices, swirling cones of air beginning at the wing tips and extending for a considerable distance aft of the plane. Sometimes they are readily visible when flying through fog or smoke, and next time you see a balloon-busting contest at an air meet watch the toy balloons carefully.



Fig. 2—Vortices set up about an airfoil increase drag, and are therefore undesirable.



When contesting airplanes just miss hitting them, you will often see them become trapped in one of the wing



tip vortices and they will whirl in the air with startling violence and rapidity. Naturally, wing tip vortices represent an expenditure of energy, or in other words, the bigger the wing tip vortex, the more drag. Wing tip plates serve simply to prevent air from the wing's underside from flowing to the upper side. Hence they tend to inhibit the generation of wing tip vortices. They straighten the flow of air over the wing by stop6
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ping the outward flow near the tips. Without tip plates,



there is a tendency for the air flow on the outer portion of the wing to have a direction diagonal to the chord rather than parallel to it. Tip plates form a barrier or dam. Air that attempts to flow from the bottom to the top surface is restrained from doing so, and the result is to increase lift by getting a straight air flow over the airfoil, and by eliminating the "leakage", creating denser air under the tip portion and thus again adding to lift. This effect can actually be noticed by a pilot because it increases aileron effectiveness. Aileron response is improved, particularly at low speed and near the stall. For a crop dusting airplane, then, there would be much to recommend tip plates. When end plates are used on stabilizers they have much the same effect; control effectiveness is increased by preventing spillage and making the tip areas operate in denser air. However, end plates are not to be regarded as curealls. They have failings and disadvantages, and often they are used when they are not really needed. End plates set up their own drag, they create structural problems as regards secure mounting. They must positively be rigid to prevent deflecting, blowing off or even bending enough to interfere with movable control surfaces and cause friction or binding. Airplanes already having good aileron control have become too sensitive when end plates were attached. Plates definitely should not be used unless the airplane or the kind of service involved really calls for the advantages they offer. Even then, one should be sure that the advantages really will outweigh the disadvantages. Wings with appreciable taper usually will not need plates, because on such wings the flow of air from high to low pressure areas will diminish progressively along the trailing edge so that at the tip the pressure differential is negligible; therefore there is no large tip loss and vortex formation is at a minimum. Rectangular wings with square tips have a greater need for end plates because the transition is more abrupt at such tips and a greater tip loss is normally found. But still, end plates must not be used unless really needed. In the textbook, "Airplane Design", by Warner, the following comments are made on plates: "The vertical plate screening the tip of a wing against lateral flow has to be considered from the point of view of practical design. It comes out of the examination so badly that it seems unnecessary to give exact figures. The frictional drag on the plates themselves outweighs their effect in reducing induced drag over the range of lift coefficients where efficiency is most important, and only at values of CL above 0.5 are they likely to produce a net decrease in drag. The only cases in which they seem likely to be of any practical value are those of a plane designed exclusively to break the duration record (not distance; the plates would be disadvantageous for that) or one intended to make a record for getting into the air with an absolute minimum of power. On an airplane designed to be flown by manual power, for example, the plates would probably be worth while. Circular plates with a diameter of twice the chord reduce the total drag at CL = 0.8 by about 15 percent on a wing of aspect



Profit - One "Texan" Loss - One Monocoupe By Dick Wood, EAA 8713



own a "Texan". Live, snappy and cute! Not flesh and blood, (although there was a considerable amount put into it) but pretty fabric with a flashy color combination. While attending the Tulsa Fly-In, Sim Paine and I agreed to trade my uncompleted Monocupe 90-A for his "Texan" homebuilt. I decided to put the Coupe on my trailer and deliver it to Booker, Tex., five hundred miles away and Dad would fly the "Texan" back home to Clay Center. We left Clay Center on Friday morning the 24th of June — Dad and I and my little Falcon station wagon with the 'Coupe and trailer towed behind. (High power loading too — approximately 7000 pounds on 90 tiny horsepower). After many stops, some necessary — some unnecessary, we arrived in Oklahoma City at dark-thirty. We stayed all night with Tony and Dorothy Spezio and departed the next morning with an additional 400 pounds of cargo, namely fellow members Tony Spezio and Mickey Eaves. Eight hours later we arrived at Sim Paine's ranch southeast of Booker, Tex. (We would have arrived a little sooner, but we stopped along the way somewhere in Texas so that Tony and Mickey could run back down the highway to try and shoot a rattlesnake they had seen. (They didn't get it — and me — I stayed in the car along with Pop!) After unloading the 'Coupe and flying the Texan we all retired to the house for the evening meal. And guess
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what we ate — thick, juicy, mouthwatering, charcoal broiled steaks. Mrs. Paine certainly fixed a delightful meal and we certainly appreciated it. Boy, those Texans sure can eat — why Sim ate two and maybe three bowls of ice cream alone! Along about mid-evening it was decided to do a little hunting. We hunted rabbits, snakes, rats and even birds till after midnight out in Sim's fields. Sunday morning found us saying good-byes and heading for Borger, Tex. and left for home flying the "Texan". A quick look at Lawrence Flaherty's cute little Hannaford Parakeet in the hangar at Borger and we headed for Pampa, Tex. South of Pampa we inspected the beautiful little Stits two-place Playboy under construction by "Andy" Anderson. We arrived in Oklahoma City just at dusk Sunday night. After spending the night with the Spezio's again and inspecting the "Spezio Special" I headed for home. During the trip we found a considerable number of antique airplanes and homebuilts under construction. We all felt it was a week-end well spent (and spend we did!). Mickey Eaves was a little disappointed to find that he had lost a pair of good socks and his straw hats though. Out the window of course! The welcome mat is always out for EAA'ers driving or flying through this area. We're located on our own airport three and one half miles north of Clay Center, Kans. Hope to see you soon. A



END PLATES . . . from preceding page ratio 6. Their effect, of course becomes proportionately more important as the aspect ratio is reduced." In regard to top speed, end plates in themselves will not increase it. In fact, their parasite and profile drag must result in speed loss. However, reducing the span of a given wing will increase the airplane's speed, and if end plates are then added to maintain a safe landing speed and useful rate of climb, they can be considered as contributing indirectly to the attainment of more speed. This trick was used by Cook Cleland when he clipped the wings of his Vought Corsair airplane for the Thompson Trophy Race some years ago. Since plates act as a barrier between high and low pressure areas, they are most effective at high angles of attack and relatively inefficient at low angles. At high speed the wing is riding at a low angle of attack, pressure differential between upper and lower surfaces is at a minimum, and so the end plate is hardly needed. At high angles of attack pressure differential is at a maxi-



mum, pressure on the upper surface is low and that on the lower surface is high, and an end plate acts to keep the pressures from neutralizing one another, by preventing air from "spilling" from the lower surface to the upper surface around the tip. Since plates are most effective at high angles of attack, they will decrease the takeoff run, enable the plane to take off with a greater load, and climb at a faster rate. Depending on the airplane and the use to which it is put, they are thus advantageous if needed but superfluous if not needed. If you wish to study the matter more fully for some special project, useful data can be had in NACA Report 201, "The Effect of Shielding the Tips of Airfoils" by E. G. Reid, and NACA Report 267, "Drag of Wings With End Plates', by P. E. Hemke. Anyone may borrow NACA reports and technical notes for a few weeks direct from NACA (Now NASA) headquarters. Address National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Technical Information Division, Washington 25, D. C., and ask for a "Request Form - Technical Publications". Q SPORT
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Facts about modern Greece - aejjr 

Aejjrsite.free.fr Magazine Good Morning 2 aoÃ»t 2015. YouTube. Facts about modern Greece. Proposed by LÃ¢m ChÃ Hiáº¿u JJR 62. Click on the link below :.
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four facts about spills for farmersdeversements 

Are you looking for four facts about spills for farmersdeversements quatre faits a lintention des. PDF?. If you are areader who likes to download four facts about ...
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Myths and Facts about Preamp Tuning - F1CHF 

VSWR. This can be seen, if you calculate the noise figure circles. The main point is that ... cal input circuit compromising a Series-C and. Parallel-C and parallel ...
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Facts about the Viper FilmStream Camera - Grass Valley 

Can I record FilmStream on HD-Tape recorders like Voodoo, HD-D5, HD-Cam or. DVCPRO HD? No. FilmStream needs transparent, full bandwidth RGB 4:4:4 to ...
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FAST FACTS ABOUT TRé - Doctor Recommended Stress Relief 

scientifically validated anti-aging antioxidants: resveratrol and alpha-lipoic acid . Tré provides nutrients that support the body's natural ability to fight the evil twins ...
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COLOR PLATES 

Scala/Art Resource, New York, IV.2. Staatliche Antikensammlungen und Glyptothek, Munich, VI.15. Toledo Museum of Art, Purchased with Funds from the ...
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Nutrition Facts 

Per 1 can (520mL)/pour 1 canette (520mL). Amount. % Dally value. Teneur valeur quotidienne*. Calories/Calories 100. Fat/Lipides 0 g. 0%. Saturated/saturés 0 ...
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FIGURE 1: TEMPORARY RESIDENT AND REFUGEE CLAIMANT POPULATION BY. PRIMARY STATUS, ANNUAL FLOWS, 1978–2000 ...
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quick facts 

13 mars 2019 - corrections will be made where discrepancies exist between the quantities of items on any form submitted to Freeman and the actual count of ...
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Blank Face Plates 

cocina o tina de lavandería, en sótanos mojados o cerca de piscinas). 4. Nunca introduzca objetos de ningún tipo a través de las aperturas de estos productos, ...
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Blank Face Plates 

PRÃ‰SENTES DIRECTIVES. CONSIGNES DE SÃ‰CURITÃ‰. 1. Ne jamais effectuer de cÃ¢blage tÃ©lÃ©phonique ou de transmission de donnÃ©es pendant un orage. 2.
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Sharing Plates Dinner Sides 

Winter garden salad w/ honey glazed root vegetables / parsnip crisps. 19. Panfried Akaroa salmon / puy lentils / watercress / crÃ¨me fraiche25. Beef Bourguignon ...
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plates-formes en aluminium 

Plancher en aluminium avec planches de bois pour ancrage. Suspension lÃ©gÃ¨re. â€¢ Renforts croisÃ©s maintenant soudÃ©s. â€¢ Espaceurs de barre latÃ©rale solides.
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an end-to-end transmission chain simulator 

to study innovative solutions enabling enhanced multimedia streaming in a point to ... Cross layer design [3] has been introduced to allow the evolution of the con- .... Going beyond in terms of management solutions definition but also in im- ... enh
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The end 

the same time Lou declared her love to Elliot. They decided to marry. They will live happily and will have many children. The end. 6 animal advised him to get rid ...
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Nutrition Facts / Valeur nutritive 

Amount in dry mix / Teneur de la poudre. â€  Prepared using 1/2 tbsp unsalted butter and 1/4 cup skim milk/. PrÃ©parÃ© avec 1/2 c. Ã  soupe de beurre non salÃ© et 1/4 ...
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maps & facts - OECD.org 

presidential election. The Gambia also lost 22 ... of the presidential election crisis in January 2017. ... Verde, le deuxième pays africain le mieux noté après le ...
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Nutrition Facts Valeur nutritive 

4347103 Century Breaded Chicken Breast Burger 4.8kg. INGREDIENTS: CHICKEN BREAST PORTIONS. (BONELESS, SKINLESS), WATER, SOY PROTEIN. ISOLATE, MONOSODIUM GLUTAMATE, SODIUM. TRIPOLYPHOSPHATE. BATTERED AND BREADED. WITH WHEAT FLOUR, TOASTED WHEAT. CRUMB
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Screwless Wall Plates 

Risque d'Ã©lectrocution ! INSTALLATION. 1. DÃ©connecter l'alimentation Ã©lectrique. 2. Desserrer les vis de fixation du dispositif (d'environ 15 mm, inutile de les.
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